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About This Game

Max: The Curse of Brotherhood is a cinematic adventure filled with action-packed platforming and creative puzzle-solving.
Armed with only a Magic Marker, Max must confront evil at every turn in a hostile and fantastical world in order to save his kid

brother, Felix. Join Max on his great adventure!
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Title: Max: The Curse of Brotherhood
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Press Play
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 21 May, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 or newer

Processor: Dual-Core 1.6 ghz / AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.0ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX(r) compatible

English,French,Italian,German
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if you have a conscience , DO NOT PLAY THIS GAME. Not as good as the first one, but still great. They gave more options
such as slide killing, parkour and non lethal drop attacks. More abilities from Emily and more expansive abilities from Corvo.
The voice acting is wonky because of the very fast pacing but that's like a dishonored staple.

The only complaint I have is the map layout. The first game's one was really good, like a tree it has the main route but the
branches also gives more options. this one has just one big map with several routes to choose from and the routes sometimes
lead you away from the objective. also blink is different from the first, so any veterans may find it weird.

BUT the story, the style and the world building is fantastic and it's worth playing.. I love this game its amazing... i Enjoy the bus
routes and how the bus is operated.. its a great game and awsome to have fun.. just WISHED it had more buses to drive and and
more buttons to use.. overall 9/10. Baba is you is incredibly crafted. As a guy who enjoys a good hearty puzzle game (but is not
particularly good at them), Baba Is You offers excellent challenge but also excellent pacing. New puzzles are unlocked with
relatively few roadblocks and all solutions seem "fair" in the mix of complicated rules\/complications.

A surprising number of levels have multiple solutions, and there are a lot variation\/bonus levels that give opportunities for
expert players to explore the depths of the rules.

The ways the game keep surprising me is amazing, and talking about them in this review would ruin some of the surprises, but
they are worth it!. This is a good playable farming simultion game! I needed to get used to the controls, but after that, I had lots
of fun playing this game. Would I recommend? Yes I would.. This is a really solid, cute little platformer with a hook mechanic
and low-res art style. Controls are keyboard to move and mouse to attack and aim the hook. The character movement is quick
and not the easiest for precision platforming, but the game (mostly) doesn't demand anything beyond the tools it gives you. The
story and dialogue is adorable.

It's a one-sitting game, so the $9 price tag might seem like a high ask, but if you're looking for a fun speedrun project, I
recommend giving it a look. You could stretch the 1-2 hour playtime to dozens of hours trying to get to the top of the
leaderboard (or especially do full game runs). I really enjoyed it.
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A real hidden gem, it deserves more recognition!. I am never gonna say a commandos game is bad because these games were
totally unique and still are, this one is sadly really short like commandos beyond the call of duty but it has new weapons and
somehow it really is more hardcore than others (except than behind the enemy lines) i totally recommend it for both single and
multipalyer. The multiplaeyr is UBER FUN if you play as allies vs allies.. Its a good game and a good game to play and waste a
bit of time
. Westport is one of those rare gems about wrestling with different perspectives and compromising beliefs while trying to find
some greater purpose as redemption for the actions that you do or do not take. The game comes at a time where discussion of
the idealogical role of news media and how we form the beliefs we do is important to have.

While it is entirely possible to breeze through in 30 minutes or less, criticising the game for this misses the point.

Modern game design has conditioned us to seek the optimal solution to a problem, but never to reflect on the moral quandry of
whether the optimal choice is the same as the right choice. Just like in life, there are easy roads pandering to power and group
influence, and there are hard roads of moral principle and rational thinking. To that end the easy loyalist playthrough holds a
mirror out from which you figure out where you are on that scale. It's the tension of that easy way out always tempting you that
adds value to the choices that you do make. I don't think i've seen a game do this before, let alone do it well.

In some ways there really are no good or bad guys in westport - the rebels are just as much if not more repellantly violent and
oppressive as the loyalists. Instead, the core excercise for me quickly became juggling the welfare of my journalists against
informing the public of important issues affecting their civil liberties. Who will you choose? Those tangibly close to you, or the
unseen public?

Increasingly, you'll find yourself evaluating stories based not on the actual subject matter, but underlying agendas and
perceptions that can be pushed by drawing seemingly intuitive conclusions. What is being sold, and what is being ommitted in
order to allow those connections to be formed?

And those high minded idealogical journalistic ideas you set out with? Soon you'll be addicted to soft target issues of no
newsworthy value simply because they have the least ammount of tied interest while still having popularity value. Poor Harold
Finn, I bullied him so much simply to fill pages and get readership :(. An interesting take on the prevalence of celebrity news in
modern society.

I'm already thinking about how people will percieve Westport after reading this recommendation. And in some ways I think that
might say more about the game than anything else i may or may not have written.

In the interest of fairness and objectivity, there are a few negatives however:
- First week content (tutorial) is largely unskippable
- some of the coffee table dialogue was more conversational placeholder like "this coffee is bad" and "i went on a date which
wasn't a date" instead of dealing with interesting choices made or furthering the narrative within the game's theme.
- Advertising preferences are not saved so you have to keep redoing the sliders each week.
- Sometimes get crease and desist threats from the government despite having played a loyalist turn the previous week.
- sometimes hard to tell how anti-loyalist a story is without passing it to phil (the loyalist journo) to see if he wants to transcribe
it or not.
- Auto saves at the beginning of each week so if you lose that turn you have a redundant save slot you gotta manually delete..
quot;So far so good"
Let me just start by saying one thing,this game is really great.
At first I was a little bit skeptical about whether I should buy it or not so I waited for sometime
Then I saw that this game was on discount so I thought that why don't I give it a try so I bought it.
And voilaa...the next thing I know I was completely in love with this game.
"Now to the gameplay"
The concept is great but it seemed to me that it felt a little bit flat but overall the gameplay is good combined with all the
beautiful art panels created by possibly the greatest comic book artist in the world IMO.
Not gonna go to the spoiler territory but I have completed the first chapter and started the second oneso I don't know exactly
how the story is going to evolve but like I said "So far so good" and I will drop by again for sure to give you my full review till
then
"LET ME PLAY AT PEACE AND DON"T WASTE ANYMORE TIME AND BUY IT". This is a pretty fun game. I nice
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change from your typical wave shooter. The tutorial does a great job of teaching you how to play and the controls are great on
the Vive. The visuals are impressive and the effects are eye candy. The physics are great as well, and throwing the orb thing
feels accurate and polished.

The game could use more content, such as different modes or levels. You play in the same space each and every game, so having
other places to play at would be great. (a jungle maybe? :P)

My overview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G-BJ7LZEgwI
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